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XO WX026 15W magnetic wireless charger (black)
Now  you  can  enjoy  fast  and  hassle-free  charging  anywhere,  without  having  to  constantly  untangle  cables.  The  XO  WX026  wireless
charger guarantees stable and efficient charging of both iOS and Android smartphones. With a power conversion distance of up to 5 mm,
even with a case on the device, the charger will deliver power without any interference. Its small size (99 x 99 x 6.9 mm) and lightweight
design (69 g) mean you can take it anywhere you need to go.
 
Wireless freedom
Forget about cumbersome cables! The XO WX026 wireless charger provides hassle-free and efficient charging for your devices. Just place
your device on it and the charger will start delivering power instantly! It offers up to 7.5 watts of power for iPhones and up to 15 watts for
Android  smartphones,  and  thanks  to  its  compatibility  with  the  Qi  protocol,  it  will  intelligently  adjust  the  charging  power  to  the
requirements of your device. 
 
No worries about security
The XO WX026 features an intelligent foreign object recognition system to avoid dangerous charging situations. This allows the charger
to automatically detect any unknown objects placed on its surface, minimizing the risk of damage.
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	Manufacturer
	XO
	Model
	WX026
	Color
	Black
	Material
	Plastic + acrylic
	Input current
	12V/1.5A, 9V/2A, 5V/3A (microUSB)
	Output power
	5W/7.5W/10W/15W
	Energy conversion factor
	≤ 80%
	Effective conversion distance
	≤ 5 mm
	Dimensions
	99 x 99 x 6.9 mm
	Weight
	69 g

Preço:

Antes: € 12.0048

Agora: € 10.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Wireless chargers
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